
News about CCTV cameras in Britain 

 

Recap  

The document is a news bulletin about CCTV cameras in Britain. 

The cameras monitor the population and operators can tell people what to 

do and not to do thanks to loudspeakers. This is a pilote project in 

Middlesborough, a kind of test to see if these new types of cameras can be 

used on a large scale. 

A lot of people say that this is too much, that this talking system should 

not be accepted. People are already watched / spied upon and they don’t 

want to be scolded on top of it. I think it is terrifying / scary because it 

seems that the world George Orwell depicted / described in his novel has 

come true. It means that every move is now monitored, whatever people do 

can be seen by someone in a control room. It is quite stressful. 

I find it incredible / unbelievable that people should accept being 

monitored all the time without protesting at all. This voice telling people 

off is unacceptable. I find it really shocking and I would feel really 

embarrassed if I was told off in a public place. I think it overpasses the 

limit / it goes too far / it infringes on our privacy.  

Besides, CCTV is not always effective. It doesn’t stop thieves from stealing 

and if they are wearing a hood they cannot be recognized, so it’s useless. 

It cannot do the job of a policeman. It cannot replace human presence. 

 

However, to a certain extent I can understand why people find it 

reassuring. Some say it’s a good way to make the streets safer and cleaner. 

Furthermore, even though the system may be criticised CCTV, cameras can 

sometimes act as a deterrent. Indeed, in some situations cameras may 

deter people from breaking the rules (for ex.: drop papers or cigarette 

butts …). As it is said in the report cameras may help stop a whole range of 

antisocial behaviour and force people to follow / to respect the rules.  

 

We may ask ourselves the question: 

Do we really need cameras? Are they really effective? Are we living in a 

surveillance society / an Orwellian society / a Big Brother society?  
 


